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When Mende1eef set up the Periodic System a hundred years ago, on1y 63

elements were known. With the he1p of the systematics of this Table, pre-

dictions of the chemica1 behavior of the unknown elements were made, and

indeed, in the next 30 years most of them were found. With the exemption of

* Work supported in part by the Uni ted States Atomic Energy Commission
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a few radioactive elements, the chemist lived for a long period with a some-

what closed system of known elements.

Even this did not change when Seaborg and his collaborators
l

produced

in the last 30 years most of the Transuranium elements. Until now the

elements up to Z = 105 are discovered. From a chemical point of view, the

elements Z = 90 to Z = 103 form the actinide series in a way as it already

was suggested by Seaborg in 19450 The properties of these 5j transition

elements has been investigated in the last 20 years and the results are

123
summarized in recent reviews by Seaborg , ,Cunningham and Asprey and

Penneman.
4

A most comprehensive review for the elements 101 to 105, the

nuclear stability and chemical behavior of the forthcoming elements with re

spect to the year 1968 is given by Seaborgo
s

In this article we surnmarize the research which has been done in the

field of the prediction of the chemical behavior of the yet unknown elements

beyond 105.

11. Predictions of Nuclear Stability and the Search for SuperheAvy Ek12!~ts

The halflives of the Transuranium elements decrease rapidly with higher

Z and, therefore, it was expected that there might be a limit in the detection

of heavier elements which is mainly given by the time which is needed to de-

tect them.

Recent developments in the calculations of nuclear stability suggest that

in contrast to this behavior, nuclei with much higher proton numbers might

6-8
exist with halflives up to many years. A region of relative large stabil-

ity is expected between elements Z = 110 and 120 (which is called the first

island of superheavy elements) and possibly a second near Z = 164 and/or near

Z = 184 is predicted.* Especially two groups presented detailed data with

* Most of this research was surnmarized by Seaborg.
5

of theoretical predictions for superheavy nuclei
A more recent summary
is given byNix. 9
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taneous-fission halflives. Dashed lines are contours of ~-decay

halflives. The numbers are the logarithms of the halflives for these
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predictions of halflives of superheavy nuclei against spontaneous fission and

a-decay. In Fig. 1 the results of Nilsson et a1
6

for the first region of

superheavy nuclei are shown. Very similar results are given by Grumann et

al.
8

In Fig. 2 their predictions are given for the second quasistable

island near Z 164. In both regions a-decay and fission will be mostly

amounts in nature o

dominant so that the observation of a particles as weIl as the fission pro-

ducts will be the main method to detect these elements. In both regions

halflives against ß-decay and electron capture have been calculated as weIl

but they lead only to small changes within these resultso
8

If these predictions are true (within a factor of lO±6) we are again in

the situation that only apart of the Periodic Table is known o Again the

questions concerning their existence, their chemical behavior and, if

possible, their location in the Periodic Table arise.

Because of the predicted long lifetimes especially in the first region

of superheavy nuclei, many groups tried to find these elements' in small

10
A summary of this research is given by Seaborg and by

Hermann and Seyb.
l 1 Some reports

12,13
are quite optimistic but up to now

no real evidence for elements with Z > 105 is given. So it seems that these

elements have to be synthesized by using appropriate accelerators to bombard

target elements of relatively high atomic number with beams of heavy ions.

Hopefully, superheavy nuclei will be produced by a direct fission process, a

fission-fussion process or by a transfer process of a heavy particle in heavy

ion scattering. Many of those heavy ion accelerators are under construction

in the world but none of them has started yet with experiments. Therefore,

recentlya report of Marinov et al
13

about the existence of Z 112 was most

interesting. They utilized a very high energetic proton-beam to create such

highly energetic tungsten atoms by elastic scattering that these possibly

could have fissioned to superheavy elements. After chemical separation,

they proved the existence of a new element in observing an unknown a-line as
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weIl as fission fragments. Their argument that Z = 112 was created is based

on the prediction that this element would be chemically very similar to

mercury.

Other experimental proofs of the existence of superheavy elements could

be done by observation of their x-ray spectra, mass spectroscopy, optical

spectroscopy or ,even by pure chemical methods.

Under these aspects the knowledge of the chemistry of superheavy

elements is not only interesting but most important.

111. Physical Basis for Predicting the Chemical Behavior of Superheavy
Elements

The chemical property of an element depends strongly on the outer

electronic configuration and the filled electron shell concept of quantum

mechanics gives rise to the peripdicity of chemical properties that forms

the basis for the concept of the Periodic Table.

437

With this experimentally found result, the first predictions of chemical

'properties of unknown elements were made and the success was great. From a

more modern standpoint of view, this method worked so weIl because we now

know that the quantum mechani~s of the outer electrons in the first part of

the Periodic System is very weIl described by the nonrelativistic theory with

LS coupling and large energetic gaps between the different shells o Also the

influence of the inner electron shells is rather small so that the outer

electron configurations are very similar in the same chemical group but

different periods. Nevertheless, one should not forget that there are differ-

ences even between two elements from the same chemical group. These differ-

ences can be explained mostly as the effect of slightly diffeLent size, changed

ionization potential and different energies between analogous shells. If we

come to higher elements at the end of the Periodic Table, the number of shells

increases, the binding energy of the last electron decreases, a competition

between different shells takes place and the influence of the inner electrons

Actinides Reviews, 1 (1971) 433-485
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becomes more significant. This rather complex behavior becomes even more

comp1icated because re1ativistic effects begin to be important and the coupling

between angular momenta of the electrons changes character to intermediate or

even j-j coupling.

The best example for this complex structure and its connection to the

chemical behavior is the fact that in lanthanum, a d-electronic state is

occupied before the 4/ shell starts to fil1. But although the atomic config

uration of most other lanthanides is pure 4/n 6s 2 , they form mainly trivalent

ions because in the +2 ionization state, the configuration is 4/n
-

1
Sd and the

Sd electron can readiiy be oxidized.

The main change due to re1ativistic effects is the splitting of all

shel1s with ~ i 0 into two subshel1s with j = ~ + 1/2 and j = ~ - 1/2. This

means that e.g. the p electrons split into the Pl/2 subshell with 2 electrons

and the P3/2 subshell with 4 electrons. How large this effect will be can be

seen in Fig. 3 where the energy eigenvalues of the Pl/2 and P3/2 shell as a

function of Z for the series of group IV elements is plotted. In general,

spin orbit splitting increases with approximately the fourth power of Z.

The spin-orbital stabilization of the n Pl/2 states plays a dominant role in

Lawrencium and elements beyond. This altogether means that a quantum mechani

cal calculation using a relativistic Hamiltonian becomes indispensable to get

credible predictions of the chemica1 behavior of superheavy elements.

Unfortunately, it is impossible up to now to perform exact calculations

of chemical compounds, even really exact calculations of the n-body problem

of an atom or ion are not possible. Nevertheless, the more or less approxi

mate calcu1ations which are possible at the moment, lead to quite accurate

predictions of most stable e1ectron configurations for atoms and ions as weIl

as ionization energies, and binding energies together with their wavefunctions.

Those methods can be sumrnarized under the general name of Hartree-Fock calcu

lations with different approximations made for convenience. In Table 1 the
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Fig. 3 Comparison of Dirac-S1ater eigenva1ues for IV A elements. This

i11ustrates the very ~rong dependence on atomic number of the spin

orbit splitting between the nP1/2 and nP3/2 states. Levels for 8d 3/ 2
and 9s 1/2 are also indicated for element E164.

Tab. 1 The usual abbreviations and their explanation for the most common

atomic ca1cu1ations.

abbreviation explanation

Hartree non relativistic without exchange

Hartree-Fock-Slater (HFS) non relatlvistic with Slaters exchange approximation

Hartree-Fock (HF) non relativistic with exact exchange

Dirac-Slater (ns) or
relatlvistic HFS relativistic with Slaters exchange approximation

Dlrac-Fock (DF) relativistic with exact exchange

Actinides Reviews, 1 (1971) 433-485
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mostly used abbreviations for the different methods are summarized. The best

summary and critical analysis of the present status of the relativistic

14methods is given by Grant.

For light elements it is sufficient to solve in these procedures the

nonrelativistic one-electron Schrödinger equation and assume the central field

arises for a point nucleus. In the relativistic treatments, the single

particle Dirac equation has to be solved to get the single particle energies

and wavefunctions of all electrons in the central field of an extended

nucleus as weIl as in the presence of the (N-l) electrons. The main diffi-

culty arises by taking into account the so-called non-local exchange potential

which is distinct for each orbital and, therefore, in the past, most calcula-

15
tions were done with an exchange approximation proposed by Slater. From

the sum of the squares of the wavefunctions, which is the electron density,

a new potential can be generated by use of the Poisson equation and from there,

the wave equations can be solved again. When the new potential becomes

equal to the (old) potential from the last iteration, the problem is said

to be solved in a self-consistent way.

Because in the region of superheavy elements, the relativistic effects

become large, nearly all calculations are done by solving the Dirac equation.

The analytical solution of the Dirac equation for the energy eigenvalues of

the electrons in the field of a point nucleus leads to nonphysical imaginary

results for th~ lSl/2 and 2Pl/2 levels for Z·a > 1, where a = (137.038)-1

is the finestructure constant. This difficulty can be circumvented by taking

into account the extended nucleus. Nevertheless this difficu1ty is shifted

by this method only near to elements Z = 175 but does not disappear. There-

fore, up unti1 quite recent1y no ca1cu1ation has been made to date for

elements beyoncl.

R 1 1 d i . 14,16 h d b h .ecent y severa 1SCUSS1ons ave appeare a out ow to est1mate
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17
ionization potentials IP and the accuracy of Koopman's theorem. Mostly

one uses the adiabatic approximation in which it is assumed that sufficient

time elapses during the removal of an electron for the other electrons to

rearrange so that IP is given by the difference in total energy of the

atomic species with N and with N-l e~ectrons.

There are as weIl some other effects which become non-negligible in

real atoms with large atomic number which are only partly taken into account

in the calculations; these are the quantum electrodynamical effects
18

1 · . d fl . 19) . ff 20 1(vacuum po ar1zat10n an vacuum uctuat10n magnet1c e ects ,corre a-

tion and retardation. 20 All these effects and their influence in the

calculations are presently under investigation for heavy elements. So far,

how large these effects are is not real1y known or whether possibly other

unknown effects become important in the region where Za > 1. These open

problems and their possible influence on the chemical behavior will be dis-

cussed shortly in section VI.

Nevertheless, if all the calculations are done carefu1ly very little

can be said about the chemical behavior of these unknown elements. Because

there are only a few quantities which can be ca1cu1ated directly, all other

predictions can be done only in a combination of the very traditional (old)

method of continuation of the trends of the interesting physica1 and chemi-

cal quantities in a chemical group into the unknown region with a comparison

of the trend shown in the calculations, if this is possible. On the other

hand, the calculations have to be checked in the known region of elements

and possib1e systematical deviations determined from experiment will lead

the.n to even better predictions of the interesting physical and chemical

properties of superheavy elements.

IV. Chemical Basis for Predicting Chemical Behavior

The recent c1assification of ions with hard and soft Lewis acids by

Actinides Reviews, 1 (1971) 433-485
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Pearson21 has brought considerable order into inorganic chemistry. While

a specific definition or scale of softness is not universally accepted, the

general principles are clear. They can be used to predict a little more

about what compounds or complex ions might be expected for the superheavy

elements.

Hard Lewis acids are found among the small, highly charged ions such

as Al+3 or La+3 which have low lying orbitals available for occupation - in

general, these ions are not readily polarized. Soft Lewis acids tend to be

large, easily polarized ions such as Ag+
l

and frequently the state of ioniza-

tion is low. In addition, they contain unshared pairs of electrons such as

p or d electrons in their valence shell. The hard Lewis bases are ions such

as F or OH- which have small ionic radii and are characterized by high

electronegativity, low polarizability and are difficult to oxidize. In

comparison to these ions, I is more polarizable, acts as an electron

donor and is, therefore, a softer Lewis base.

Pearson's Hard-Soft-Acid-Base (HSAB) principle is that hard acid

base combinations form readily and generally are ionic compounds. The

other group of stable compounds and complex ions involves the interaction

between soft acid and soft bases. For these, the bonding is primarily

covalent with interpenetrating orbitals. The combination of hard acid to

a soft base, or vice versa, have little stability.

Klopman
22

defined the frontier orbitals for a base as the highest

occupied orbitals of the donor atom or ions and as lowest unoccupied orbitals

of the acid or acceptor ion. For elements with low atomic numbers, such

orbitals are radially extended, such as the 3d orbitals. With increasing

atomic number this feature is not guaranteed and orbitals which are not

tightly bound may become buried beneath other competitive orbitals. The

essential idea is that the frontier orbitals must overlap significantly in

order that covalent bonding can occur in the soft-soft interactions.
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The difference in the chemistry of the light and heavy actinides may be

rationalized in this way. The early numbers beyond Thorium have unpaired d

and f electrons available for forming covalent bonds and hence, for example,

they readily form many complex ions and intermetallic compounds. Such ions

are soft acids. Beyond Americum, the Si electrons are not competitive and

the closed shell of six (5! 5/2) electrons will not be readily available for

bonding and only those ! electrons with j = 7/2 are available. These tend

to become buried radially as the atomic number increases and hence the di-

valent ions become relatively hard Lewis acids.

The intrinsic strength factors of any set of ions might be deduced from

consideration of energy eigenvalues for gaseous species such as the free

atoms and ions calculated in extenso by the groups at Los Alamos and Oak

Ridge. However, strong solvent corrections must be made before any substan-

tial progress can be made.

Water is a hard solvent with respect to both acids and bases; hydrated

ions will be soluble in water if the desolvated ion is itself harde Solva-

tion of cations is of primary importance in determining an Electromotive

Series. The value of the standard electrode potential can be estimated

from the three partial reactions for an arbitrary element

E(s) ~ E(g)

E(g) ~ E+n(g) + ne

E-+n(g) E-+n(aq)

6Hsub

L:IP
n

The heat of sublimation ~Hsub and the sum of the several ionization

potentials IPn require the expenditure of energy and this is offset by heat

of hydration 6~ydO In general, soft metal ions will have low hydration

energy and if 6~yd is small, the metal will be unreactive and have low

electrode potentials. Again, this argument might be applied to uranium

Actinides Reviews, 1 (1971) 433-485
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ions. While species like U+4 will be hydrated, because of their large ionic

charge, if Cl ions are added to solution, they will displace the stronger

water molecules and species like UCI ++ will be found in solution. However,
x

the tendency to form highly hydrated or ionic complexes will be greatly

reduced for the higher actinide species. Two analytical expressions which

measure the reactivity of ions with respect to water were given by

23
Jf6rgensen o

v. Discussion of the Elements

The easiest and simplest overall prediction of the chemistry of super-

heavy elements is just the normal continuation of the Periodic Table towards

the very old systematics of the filling of the shells as it is shown in

Table 2. According to this basis of prediction the Periodic System, with

its continuation up to Z = 168, is shown in Fig. 4. This was given by

Tab. 2 Diagram showing the sequence of the filling of the electron shells

in the Periodic Table. It is nearly correct, up until very far into

the region of unknown superheavy elements. For comparison see Fig.4

and Fig.14.
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5

Because the elements beyond Lawrencium have not yet been

assigned up to now no recognized chemical abbreviations we will use this

simple nomenclature,e~El18,in the following sections when we speak of the

element with 118 protons. In Table 3 all references are summarized in which

Actinides Reviews, 1 (1971) 433-485
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predictions of the chemistry of elements with Z > 103 are given either by

continuation of the trends of the elements or from calculations with

chemical statements. 24-4 l

a. The 6d Transition Series El04 to El12

The experiments which proved that El04 is the chemical analogue

to Hafnium and Zirconium42 and EIOS behaves like Tantalum43,44 are the first

indications that the elements El04 to El12 are the transition elements of

the 7
t h

period in which the 6d and 7s electrons determine the chemistry.

i. Electron Configuration

The electron configurations of the outer electrons of almost

all the d-transition elements are given by the rule (n-l)d~s2 where n is

the number of the period (or the principal quantum number) and m goes from

1 to 10. This rule is not exactly valid in the 4 t h and Sth period where in

some cases only one or even no electron occur in the outer s-shell. This

behavior is weIl understood; both the increasing binding energy of the d-

electrons and the greater shielding of the s-electrons with higher Z as weIl

447

as the stabilizing effect of the half filled and filled d-shell, lead to con-

figurations where the number of the ns electrons is less than two.
37

The main difference between the elements of the 4
t h

and Sth

period in comparison to the 6
t h

period is caused by the fourteen 4f electrons

which are filled in between the occupation of the 6s 2 and the Sd electrons.

The filling of the 4f shell shields the less penetrating Sd orbitals more

effectively than the 6s because the d electrons are more fully barred from

h . f h b h . f 1 f P, (1, + 1) 'I'hit e arm er parts 0 t e atom y t e c en t r i, uga orce r2 l.S means

that the dms2 configuration has increased stability in the 6
t h

period except

at the high end, where Pt and Au occur. This stabilizing effect of the d
ms2

configuration becomes even larger in the next period, i.e., for the 6d

elements, because the 7s electrons drop relatively deep into the atom. Thus

they feel the very strong potential near the nucleus whereas the 6d electrons

Actinides Reviews, 1 (1971) 433-485
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Dirac -Slater Energy Eigenvalues

-1

-5

-2

5d - Elements

5d512

6d-Elements 7d - Elements

Proton Number--

Fig. 5 The Dirac-Slater energy-eigenvalues of the outer electrons for the

Sd-,6d- and 7d-elements. This shows the strong relativistic increase

of the binding of the last s electronic shell and the increase in

the splitting of the 7d subsheils.

are shielded more strongly by the 5/ electrons. Figure 5 shows the calcula-

ted energy eigenvalues of the outer d and s electrons for the d-transition

th th th.elements of the 6 ,7 and 8 per10d. The trend is clear: the s electrons

are bound stronger in the higher periods whereas the d electrons are lowered

and, in addition, the d shell is split more and more into their two subshells

and the energy separation increases. This altogether means that the electronic

configuration of the neutral atoms of the transition elements in the 7
t h

period

will be given exactly by the rule 6dm7s2 as it is verified in the calculations

shown in Table 4. The pairing energy which stabilizes filled and half filled

shells is no longer sufficient to break this general rule. Furthermore, the

pairing energy is as large as 1.1 eV per pair in the 3d elements and decreases

f h h · h . d C . h 37 d· h· .. b 1or t e 19 er per10 s. unn1ng am pre 1ctS t 1S pa1r1ng energy to e ess

than 0.2 eV in the 7th period so that their influence will be very small.
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Tab. 4 The groundstate electronic configuration of the atoms for the

elements EI04 to El12 according to the calculations of Waber et a1
32

2
For EI04 the groundstate configuration 6d7p7s according to the

calculation of Mann46 is included.

Atomic Groundstate
number configuration

104
2

6d7p7s

105 6d37s
2

106 6d
47s2

107 6d46d17s2

108 6d
46d27s2

109 6d
4

6d37 s
2

110 6d
46d4rrs2

111 6d46ds..,s2

112 6d46d6r
r s

2

Remarks

5f orbitals full

6d
3/2

orbital full

6d
5/2

orbital begun

6d orbital full

ii. Ionization Energies

The groundstate electronic configuration of the elements are not

accurate indications of their chemical properties as it already was pointed

out in sections 111 and IV. But the ionization potentials can be calculated

with quite high precission for the superheavy elements by the self consistent

field methods. However, in a calculation of the thermodynamical stability of

a special compound all the other quantities have to be known additionally,

such as energy of sublimation or dissociation and the crystal as weIl as

hydration energy. But if one compares known compounds with hypothetical

analogous compounds of superheavy elements, the change in the ionization

can
d

The crystal energy itselfthe radii do not change drastically.

energy will be the most dominant factor, as long as the crystal structure or
M. v ·v

c a

be estimated quite accurately for ionic compounds as long as Madelung's factor

Actinides Reviews, 1 (1971) 433-485
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M, the ionic charge Vc of the element, the ionicity va of the anion and the

interionic separation d are known. Figure 6 shows the experimental first

ionization energies of the transition elements for the Sd elements as weIl

as the calculated values for the 6d and 7d elements. This figure is located

below Fig. 5 so that the lapse of the ionization energy curves can be com-

pared directly with the lapse of the energy eigenvalues of the outer electrons.

At the beginning of the Sd elements the ionization of the Sd electrons and at the

end the ionization of the 6s electrons leads to the most stable configurations of

the ion. The decrease of the ionization energy between Wand Re comes from the

spin-orbit splitting. The Sd
3/2 subshell which holds only four electrons is comple

ted at Wand the occupation of the less tightly bound Sd
S/ 2

subshell begins with Re.

The linear behaviour thereafter is not continued for Pt and Au where the Sd shell

is closed sooner at the cost of the 6s electrons. This shows that the ionization

First Ionization Potenti al
experimental IP
ealeulated IP
correcte d IP

160 161 162 163 164
Proton Number--

7d - Elements

6 d - Elements

ionization

~~:rglsfor
etect.

Sd - Elements

Hf
72

11

t lO

~ 9
E
~ 8
>-

~7
w

Fig. 6 The first ionization potential for the Sd-,6d- and 7d-elements.

Because of the averaged difference of 0.2 eV between the calculated

and experimental valuesSS in the Sd elements the values of the 6d

elements are enlarged by this amount. Because the 7d electrons are

the radially outermost electrons this correction factor was estimated

to be 0.6 eV (in analogy to the correction factor of 0.8 eV for the

7p electrons in Fig. 9). For thc 6d elements the calculated ioni

zation energy for the removal of one 7s electron is also given.
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energy of electrons in both sand d shells are very similar in binding energy so

that the ionization energy is a measure for the removal energy of the outer electrons.

In the 6d elements instead always the ionization of one 6d electron

leads to the most stable ion so that the ionization energy curve is quite

parallel to the energy eigenvalues of the loosest bound 6d electron, which can

be seen in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The calculated values are enlarged by 0.2 eV which

equals the average difference between the experimental and calculated values for

the 6 t h period. But in ionic compounds first the 7s electrons which are in the

frontier orbital have to be removed and their ionization energy is nearly 3 eV

higher at the beginning and about I eV higher at the end of the 6d elements which

can be seen as weIl in Fig. 6. Nevertheless the relatively low ionization energy

at the beginning of the 6d elements will be an indication that the maximal oxida-

tion states for the 6d transition elements will be higher or at least equal to

those in the Sd elements. Cunningham37 gave a prediction of the sum of the ioni-

zation energies for the first four electrons for the 6d series electrons which

shows that this value will be about 6 eVsmaller than for the Sd elements. This

prediction will be not right at the end of the 6d elements where the relatively

large ionization energy even for the 6d electrons will lead to larger values for

the higher ionization energies. This indicates that their chemical behaviour is

mainly inactive so that they are expected to be quite good noble metals.

iii. Radii

The metallic radii for the d elements for all periods are shown

in Fig. 7. The large reduction of the radii at the beginning of the d elements

sterns mainly from the fact that at the beginning of the shell the outer

electrons become itinerant conduction electrons and are distributed over the

crystal and the d electrons from neighboring atoms overlap so that covalent

bonding
4S

becomes possibleo Hence the d character of the binding is very

large and the metallic radius decreases. The opposite is true at the end of

the d transition series so that the metallic radius becomes larger again, whereaes
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Metallic Radi i
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Fig. 7 The experimental l2-coordination metallic radii for the 3d-, 4d

and 5d-elements according to Pauling45 and the extrapolationa for

the 6d and 7d-elements. The metallic radi! for the p elements

are a Ls o drawn.

it decreases again according to the normal contraction of the elements when the

metallic character i5 nearly lost which i8 in the middle of the

p elements (which are also shown in Fig. 7). The metallic radius

th thbecomes larger from the 4 to the 5 period but stays rather

constant in the 6t h period, where the normal expansion is nearly

compensated by the lanthanide contraction since these elements are filled in

between. The elements El04 to El12 are totally analogous to the 5d elements

in their position in the Periodic Table and because the actinide contraction

is not as large as the lanthanide contraction, the radii of these elements

will become larger again. From comparisons of the principal maxima of the

outer electron shells in the 5
t h,

6
t h

and 7
t h

periods, it is expected that

the metallic.radii of the d elements of the 7
t h

period will be smaller at the

beginning and somewhat larger at the end of the 7
t h

period. In contrast, the

atomic radii of the 5d and 6d elements will be nearly the same because of the

approximately equal principal maxima of the outer s electron wavefunctions.

. 25 26
Cunn1ngham as weIl as Keller gave same predictions for the ionic radius

of the +4 state of El04 in the oxide (El04)02 0 This ionic radius will be very

near to the analogous value of Hf so that from this prediction the crystal and
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aqueous chemistry in the same oxidation state will be very similar for Hf and

EI04. This is expected to be true as weIl for the next d transition elements.

Differences may arise, however, because of possible larger ligand field effects

to be expected in the 6d as contrasted to the 5d elements because of greater

spatial extension of the 6d orbital charge clouds.
37

iv. Conclusion

The conclusion from these considerations for the transition

elements EI04 to E112 are the fo11owing: Because of the probab1y 1arger

metallic and covalent radii and the relative small ionization energy at the

beginning of this group, it is quite clear that these elements will readily

reach their maximum oxidation states. In these states they will be quite

hard Lewis acids with relatively low polarisability only a little bit softer

than the analogous 5d elements in the same oxidation states because of the

very similar ionic radii. The same argument is valid in the middle of this

region. The characteristic stabi1ity of the fil1ed d she11 will be even

reduced because of the two separated subshelIso That is, the usual concept

of a pairing energy will not be valid. Nevertheless, the high ionization

energies towards the end of the series indicates that these elements will be

good noble metals and their chemically dominant form will be metallic o This

characteristic stems main1y from the fact that the 7s e1ectrons being in the

frontier orbital have a larger ionization energy than in the earlier periods

of the Periodic Tab1e because of the 1arger re1ativistic effects. Therefore,

for element El12 the main oxidation state will be I rather than 2. In

contradiction to the normal behavior that the elements in higher oxidation states

are harder Lewis acids the elements Hg, Tl and even Pb are softer in their

high oxidation states. In the case of El12 this behavior will be even similar

because in the oxidation state +1, the other strongly bound 7s e1ectron will

shield the more polarizable 6d electrons whereaes in (Ell2)2+ the 6d electrons

in frontier orbitals. Because of the re1atively large binding of the 6d e1ectrons
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at the end of the 6d elements it is very unlikely that in El12 higher oxidation

states than two might occure. This result shows that the 7s electrons are allready

affected strongly by the relativistic effects whereaes the splitting of the 6d sub-

shell is not so strong that a chemical observable effect will result.

A chemical separation of these superheavy elements in nature or

from targets where they were produced should be done very carefully in the

sense that one either should try to separate the elements of the expected

chemical group from all other elements or to utilize an expected different

ionization state for the separation. A too accurate chemical separation for

a special known element, for example, Hg to separate as weIl El12 might lead

to poor results because El12 may be extracted as weIl by this procedure.

This statement will be especially true for the search of unknown elements in

nature in very weIl defined chemical compounds where superheavy analogous

elements will be more depleted than enriched.

In Table 5 the results of Cunningham37, Fricke et a1
4 l

and

Keller et a1
26

are summarized for the elements of the 6d-transition series,

namely, El04 to El12.

Very recently Mann
4 6

has shown that the ground state configura-

2 2
tion of Lawrencium is 7p 7s rather than 6d 7s as anticipated by continuation

of the structure of the early members of the actiaide serien and by comparison

with the lanthanide series. For Kurchatovium (El04) Mann found that 6d 7p 7s
2

i8 very slightly more stable than 6d
27s 2.

However, the electrostatic inter-

action between various electrons need to be taken into account before a final

decision can be reached o A very brief discussion of energy levels and spectro-

scopic questions of the neutral atoms are taken up later in connection with

elements E12l and E122.

b. The 7p and 8s elements El13 to E120

The predicted lifetimes of the elements near Z = 114 are expected to

be years or even longer o Hence the knowledge of the chemistry of these
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The groundstate electronic configuration of the atoms for El13 to

El20 according to the ca1cu1ations of Waber et a1 32 and Fricke et a1 4 1•

Atomic Groundstate
number configuration

113 7p1
7s

2

114 7p2752

115 ~ 1 27p P 75

116 7p2
7p2'7s2

Irr 7p27p37s2

118 7p27p4752

119 8s
1

120 85
2

Remark5

7P1/2 orbital full

7P3/2 orbital begun

7p orbital full

85 orbital full

elements is most important. This is especia11y true because it might be

possible to find small amounts of these elements on earth.

i. Electron Configuration

As it is expected from the simple continuation of the Periodic

Table (see Fig. 4) the six 7p electronic states will be filled from El13 to

El18 and the two 8s electrons will be added for the elements El19 and E120.

The results of the relativistic Dirac-Slater calculations by Waber, Cromer

and Liberman32 and by Fricke, Greiner and Waber
4 1

for the groundstate con-

figurations of the neutral atoms given in Table 6 reproduce exactly this

simple prediction. The more complex Dirac-Fock calculations by Mann and

Waber39 also yield the same result.

The energy eigenvalues of the outer electrons for these elements

are compared with the analogous va1ues for the elements Tl to Ra in the form

of a graph, namely Fig. 8. The great similarity in the occupation pattern of

the valence electrons can be seen. However, two significant differences
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Dirac-Slater Energy Eigenvalues
-8

6p - 7s - Elements 7p-8s-Elements
8~

E 167 to E172

-2

5d3/2

5ds/2
-1

65 112

-5

6P3/2

6P1I2

-2

Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn Fr Ra
81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88

113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120

7dS/2

167 168 169 170 171 172
Proton Number-

Fig. 8 The Dirac-Slater energy-eigenvalues of the outer electrons for

Tl to Ra, El13 to El20 and El67 to E172. The main difference between

these analog elements comes ~rom the inereased energetieal splitting

of the outer p shell. In the elements El67 to El72 the 8P3/2 and

9Pl/2 eleetrons are very elose to another so that they might form

a P shell whieh is eomparable to the 3p shell.

oecur: the analogous s electrons are bound more tightly for higher Z and

this binding results from the fact that the outer s eleetrons have a large

probability density near the nucleus, ioe. they feel the deep potential.

This is especially true beeause the relativistic effects such as the mass-

velocity correction are fully included by use of the Dirac equation. The

spin-orbit splitting of the 7p shell has increased compared to the 6p shell.

A eornplete subshell with quantum numbers n~j is spherically symmetrie just as

the complete non-relativistie n~ shells are. There will be a change in the

angular distribution of the eleetrons in the relativistie treatment whieh

eould lead to different chemical behaviors for ineomplete nij subsheIls.
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ii. Ionization Potential

The ionization potential of the p elements can be seen in Fig.9 where

the experimental ionization energies for the 3
r d,

5
t h

and 6
t h

period are

drawn together with the calculated values for the 6
t h,

7
t h

and 9
t h

period o

Again this figure is located below Fig. 8 for better comparison of the trends

of the energy eigenvalues and ionization energy. The ionization energy in

the early periods increase linearly with only one break between the configura

tion p3 and p4. This behavior is caused by the half filled shell where 3

15

:; 14
~

~ 13

w 12
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/
/

3p /

/
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i /5p
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7 6p-7s-Elements
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experimental IP

calculated IP
corrected IP
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Fig .. 9 The calculated first ionization potentials for the elements Tl to

Ra, El13 to E120 and E167 to E172. For comparison the experimental

I f h 3 5 d 6 7 I I · 55 hva ues or t e p, p an p- s e ements are a so g1ven • T e

increased spin-orbit splitting of the higher per iods increases the
2 3

difference between the ionization potential of the p and p

configuration. The difference of 0.8 eV between the calculation

and experiment for the 6p elements was taken to correct the calculated

values for the 7p elements. The ionization potential is linear for

the elements E167 to E172, because the 8P3/2 and 9Pl/2 electrons

have nearly the same eigenvalues. For these a correction of 0.4 eV

was assumed because they are not the outer electrons as the normal

ou ter p e1ec trons are.
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electrons occupy the three possible p orbitals with parallel spin. The pairing

energy is negative so that the ionization energy is smaller for the 4
t h

electron. This effect of the Russel-Saunders coupling is very significant in

the first periods but becomes smaller for the higher periods because the LS

coupling changes to intermediate coupling and from there to jj or spin

orbit coupling. In the 6
t h

period, the break between p3 and p4 has

vanished but instead a break occurs between p2 and p3; this trend is ex-

pected since the spin-orbit coupling becomes more important than pairing

energy in the Pl/2 and P3/2 subsheils. This break becomes even larger

for the elements El13 to El18. Thus the ionization energy of the element

El14 is nearly as large as tpe same value for the "noble gas" which occurs

at Z = 118. The experimental and the calculated curves for the 6t h
period

are very parallel with a difference of about 0.8 eV. Therefore, the first

ionization energies of the elements Ell3 to El18 can be enlarged by 0.8 eV

to get the more realistic values.

38
Keller et al gave very detailed predictions of the proper-

ties of elements EI13 and El14. They extrapola.ted the difference between the

experimental and calculated ionization energies in each group to the higher

elements and found the correction factor for El13 to be 0.83 eV for El14 to

be 0.72 eV. This procedure of extrapolation of the systematic difference

between the experimental and calculated values is expected to give better

results than were calculated by us.

iii. Oxidation States

The oxidation states of the El13 to Ell8 will follow the

systematic trends for group 111 to VIII elements, namely, the elements with

higher Z prefer the lower oxidation states. This is the expression of the

fact that the s electrons with their greater binding energy loose their

chemical activity as Z increases so that the p electrons will be the only

valence electrons available. In the group 111 elements the oxidation state
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is 3; only Tl has also a monovalent state which is associated with the ioni-

zation of the single 6Pl/2 electron and the relative increased stability of

the 6s electrons. From this behavior the high ionization energy of the

7Pl/2 electron and the even more increased stability of'the 7s electron

the principle oxidation state of El13 is expected to be +1. It will be

a soft Lewis acid but even stronger than in a possible +3 state.

From Si to Pb in the group IV elements the stability of the

oxidation state +4 decreases and +2 increases instability because of these

same reasons. The tetravalency especially in the chemical group IV is

connected with a sp3 hybridization and strong covalent bonding. The

energetic difference between the ns and np electrons increases for the higher

periods as it is seen in Fig. 3. Also, the spin of the p electrons couple

strongly to their own angular momentum. 3Therefore, a sp hybridization is

no longer. possible for El14 which means that the predominant oxidation state

of Z = 114 will be divalent. However, since the outermost sand d electrons

in El14 have approximately equal energies some form of an sd hybrid would

be possible. Thus, one cannot exclude the possibility that a volatile

hexaflouride might form.
47

Another aspect is given by Drago who uses thermo-

dynamic arguments to explain the weakening of the covalent bonding with in-

creasing Z. He points out that in higher Z elements the valence electrons

are spread over a larger volume so that the overlap with the orbitals of the

anion will be reduced and that the heavier elements have more inner electrons

to repel the inner electrons of the ligand anion. He overlooked the relativ-

istic effects; namely, that spin orbit splitting may offset hybridization

energies and that the angular distribution of the charge density may älso be

altered.

Occupation of the 7P3/2 subshell begins at Z = 115 with a binding

energy which is only half as large as that of the 7Pl/2 electrons, so that the

elements El15, El16 and El17 will have +1, +2 and +3, respective1y, as their
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normal oxidation state. The higher oxidation states will be possible only

in the presence of strong oxidizers.

An interesting question is whether element El17 which is in

the chemical group of the halogens would form the -1 anion. Cunningham
25

predicted a electron affinity of 2.6 eV whereas the calculations of Waber,

Cromer and Liberman
32

calculated a value of only 1.8 eV. Cunningham des-

461

cribes the solid element El17 to have a semi-metallic appearance. It should

form stable oxyions of the (111), (V), and (VII) states and stable inter

halogen compounds~5 Because of the small electron affinity it might not

exhibit the -1 oxidation state, which is even further suggested by the

smaller value calculated by Waber et alo 32 Certainly it will be a very soft

base compared with flouride or chloride which have a electron affinity of

4 eV resp. 3 eV.

The Hin-noble gas" at Z = 118 will be a very weakly noble

gas in comparison to the chemical reactivity of He and Ar and will resemble

Xe and Rn.
35

Quite early, in 1965, Grosse performed a very extensive study of

this element, E118, based on pure extrapolation of a number of physical and

chemical properties of the noble gases of lower atomic number. Specifically,

he predicted that element El18 will be the most electropositive of all noble

gases and will form a partially ionized diflouride compound, a tetraflouride

and tetraoxide analogous to Xe04 and perhaps stable compounds with chlorine.

48
Previous analysis by Waber ,following an informal discussion

with Fano, indicated that negative ions of the noble gases would have config

urations such as np5 (n + 1)s2. The spectra of such species have been found

at the National Bureau of Standards following electron bornbardment of the

noble gases. It would be expected that El18 could readily form such anions o

Calculations have not confirmed the likelihood of such species.

Independently Grosse
24

and Cunningham25 found that the expected

boiling point of liquid Ell8 is about -15°C, so that it will be nearly a
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"noble fluid". It might be predicted as weIl that the crystalline form would

be much denser than the other noble gases. That is, the bonding in solid

El18 would be stronger than given by van der Waals forces. These predictions

from systematic continuation are supported by the calculation. Its first

ionization energy is small, only 9 eV, and the strongly split p shell giving

rise to frontier orbitals at the surface of the atom suggest that El18 will

be more a normal element with many possible compounds than a noble element.

Thus it will continue the trend towards chemical reactivity first observed in

Xenon.

iv. Radii

In the predictions of atomic and ionic radii of these elements,

one gets into great difficulties. The concept of atomic radii of Slater
4 9

who says that the atomic radius ean be weIl defined as the radius of the

principal maximum of the outermost electron shell, i.e. of the frontier

orbital, works quite weIl in large parts of the Periodic System. However,

at the end of the d-transition elements and for most of the p elements, this

definition apparently yields inaccurate results. Tabulation of orbital radii

50
have been made by Waber and Cromer up to Lawrencium. The principle maxima

of the outermost shells show that the deviation between experiment and their

calculation increases for higher Z near the end of the d and at the beginning

of the p elements. So a prediction of the atomic radii in the region between

EllO and El18 from the calculation of the radius of the outermost shell seems

to be not too accurate. If one continues, however, the trends in the behavior

of metallic or ionic radii as it was done by Grosse
24,

Keller et a1
38

and

C . h 25 1 h· h "lI b "unnlng am ,one gets resu ts w lC Wl e qUlte accurate o The question may

be raised whether Slater's definition is good in the region of superheavy

elements where the orbital shells split largely into their two subsheils.

Which subshell is representative for predictions of atomic radii and what

does it mean in this context when a subshell is largely buried inside the
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atom? Because of these reasons, the predictions of Fricke et a1 4 l were

done on the basis of the comparison of the computed total electron density

463

at large radii of known elements. The radius of the superheavy elements was

taken where the density was equal to the density of the known analogous element

at its experimental radius.

v~ EI13 and El14

Coming back to the most interesting elements El13 and El14, Keller

et a1 38 predicted by pure extrapolation quantities such as metallic and

ionic radii, densities, crystal structure and a lot of thermodynamical quan-

tities which are also listed in Table 7. Most of these extrapolations are so

suggestive that we give an example in Fig. 10 where the heat of sublimation

of element EI13 and El14 is deduced.

In general, the chemical behavior of El14 as described by Keller et

al38 is expected to be similar to that of divalent lead o The calculated

ll, •Ga
0
E 50
o
u.x:

~
(\IV)

:I: 25<l

3 4 5 6 7

Row of periodic table

Fig.lO As an examle for the extrapolation of chemical and physical quantities

the evaluation of the heat of vaporization for the elements El13

and El14 is shown he re as it was given by Keller et a1 38 •
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oxidation potential of -0.9V indicates, however, that El14 is considerably

more noble. The large negative oxidation potential coupled with a large

polarizability should enable (El14)2+ to form strong complexes with anions;

its large ionic radius would be favorable. In excess halogen acid, for

(n-2)-example, complexes of the type (ElI4)Xn should be quite stable. A

complex analogous to the plumbite ion is also expected. The sulfate and

sulfide should be extremely insoluble. The acetate and nitrate would be

soluble.

The chemistry of El13 is expected to be similar to that of the

·thallous ion although El13+ being a soft Lewis acid should form complexes

more easily. The predicted radius of 113+ is 1.48~, the same as Rb+, and

is not much larger than Tl+ itself (1.40Ä). The large polarizability and

moderately large negative oxidation potential of -0.6V will increase the

binding of anions to EI13+, but the large radius and the associated

electronic repulsion may counteract these effects. Since H
20

is a hard

solvent, salts of El13 should have low solubilities whereas the nitrate and

fluoride should be quite soluble. The El13+ ion may, however, form only a

465

slightly soluble oxide whose solution will be alkaline;(considerable polymeri-

zation could be anticipated) and this solution will readily absorb carbon

dioxide from the air. Like argentous and aurous oxides, the oxide of El13+

may be soluble in ammonia.

vi. El19 and E120

In the two elements El19 and E120, the 8s electrons will be bound

very tightly and therefore these two elements are expected to be chemically

very similar to es and Ba or Fr and Ra. In Fig. 8 the energy eigenvalues

of the outer electrons and in Fig. 9 the ionization potential for El19 and

E120 are drawn in comparison to Fr and Ra. The main oxidation state of

El19 and E120 will be 1 and 2 as it is normal for alkali and alkaline earth

metals. Their ionization potential will be about 0.5 eV higher than in the
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elements Fr and Ra which mainly results fram the effect that the s electrons

penetrate deep into the atom and feel the very strong potential near the

nucleus. Therefore, their atomic radius according to the simple definition

of Slater
4 9

is expected to be 2.6 and 2.0A, very similar to the values of Cs

and Ba. Cunningham
25

predicted the chemical behavior of both elements from

extrapolations of the known alkali and alkaline earth metals. The main feature

is the weIl known trend for elements to become more electropositive for higher

z. From the calculation of the ionization potentials given in Fig. 9 and

acomi,c radii, it seems that this trend has been arrested and may possibly

slightly have changed direction.* This would mean that the chemistry of

El19 and E120 will be more similar to Cs and Ba respectively than to Fr

and Ra. The ions will have larger radii than Cs+ and Ba
2+

because of the

larger extension of the filled 7p shell in comparison to the 5p shell so

that hydration will be more important and crystal energies will be different.

Another important point is that possibly higher oxidation states might be

reached in the presence of strong oxidizers because the ionization energy

of the outer 7P3/2 electrons are only of the order of 10 eV.

In Table 7 the chemical and physical properties for the elements

El13 to El20 from different predictions are summarized.

c. The 5[ and 6g Elements E12l to E154

In the region of the Periodic System starting with element E12l,

we come to the next very long transition series which is characterized not

only by the filling of the 6[ but also of the 5g electron shells. Seaborg5,lO

called these elements Superactinides.

Unfortunately, it is expected that the chemistry of these elements

cannot be studied because the theoretical investigations of the nuclear

This new trend can even be seen much better for the 9s elements El65 and
E166 in Fig. 14 and 15.
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stability prediet that these elements will be unstable with short lifetimes.
8,9

A large number of theoretieal ealeulations of the groundstate eleetronie eon

figur at ions have been made for this region because the proton number Z = 126

was expeeted for a long tirne to be the center of the first island of stabilityQ

Now it i8 considered to be unlikely. Even if Z = 124 or 126 is a magie proton

number besides Z = 114 the halflives of these elements will be smaller than

10- 3 sec beeause of rapid a-deeay.9 Nevertheless, the ehemistry of these

elements would be very interesting.

i. Eleetron Configuration

In the lanthanides and aetinides, the competition between the

outer cl and inner f shells determines the ground state eleetron eonfiguration

as weIl as the ehemistry of these elements. Here in the superaetinides not

merely two but four eleetron shells, namely the 8Pl/2' 7P3/2' 6f5/ 2 and 5g
7/2

are expeeted to compete nearly sinmltaneously in the atom at the beginning of

the series of these elements and these open shells determine together with the

8s eleetrons the chemistry. Many ealeulations have been performed to predi.ct

the groundstate eleetronie eonfigurations of the neutral atoms in this region.

The newest Dirae-Foek ealeulations of Mann and Waber
39

are expeeted to be the

best and therefore their results are sununarized in Table 8. Three most inter-

esting things oeeur in these elements. First, the 7Pl/2 eleetrons are filled

in beginning with element E12l and remain in all following elements. This is

elearly a direet relativistie effeet whieh is mainly effeetive for all ~

levels. Seeond, during the filling of the g eleetronie levels (and at the

end of the superaetinides of the f levels as weIl) some other eleetrons always

remain in the groundstate eonfiguration in eontradietion to the analogous

lanthanides and aetinides where at the beginning some d eleetrons are filled

in whieh are removed during the filling of the f shell. Third, the effeetive

binding of an eleetron with large values of the angular momentum is aeeompanied

by the radial collapse of the orbital, the eentrifugal term i(t+l)/r
2

keeping
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it extended. For example, the effective radius of 5g electrons changes from

25 Bohr units in E120 to 0.8 for E121 according to Griffin et a1
31

who used

non-relativistic wavefunctions. The Dirac-Fock calculations by Mann and

Waber
39

indicate that collapse occurs at higher atomic number as a direct

consequence of the indirect relativistic effect so that the 5g shell starts

first in element E125.

Tab. 8 The groundstate electronic configuration for the elements E12! to

E 152 according t o the calcualtions of Mann and Waber
39

and Mann
36

Groundstate configurationAtomic
number

121

122

123

124

125

126

lZl
128

129

130

131

132

134
136
138
140

141

142

144

145

146

149

ISO
152

5g

1

2

3
4

5
6

7

8

8

10

12

14

15
17
18

18

18

18

18

18

6f

1

3

3
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

4

3

3
2

2

1

3

4

6

6

9

7d

1

1

1

1

2

2

3
2

2

3
4

3

8p

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

8s

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Remarks

Pl/2 orbital fu11

87/2 orbital fu11

~/2 orbital begun

g orbital fu11

f
S
/ 2 orbital full
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ii. Level Structure of E121 and E122

In view of the large amount of information which has been

accumulated about these elements, it is appropriate to discuss briefly the

469

energy level structures of two of the lightest superactinides E12l and E122,

which is main1y interesting for optica1 spectroscopy. Mann and Waber
39

and

C d M 51. . d h 1· 1 f h 1owan an ann ~nvest~gate t e mu t~p et structures 0 t ese two e ements

and compared these with their cogeners Ac and Th. The purpose was to confirm

whether after inc1uding electrostatic interaction between electrons the in-

creased splitting of the 8p electrons wou1d be sufficient to alter the ground-

state configuration.

The solid lines in Fig. 11 taken from the paper by Mann and

--3/2
12 ....

10-

8~

~ 6~
~

::'>l
CJ)
s,
<IJ
C
W 4 ....

-

--3/2

-

===512
--"3/2

7d8s2

-

Actinium

2~

--5/2

0- --3/2

6d7s2

121

Fig.ll Calculated term levels of ds
2

and s2p configurations of Ac and

element E121. The dashed lines indicate average energies. This
39

figure was taken from the paper of Mann and Waber •
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Waber
39

represent subconfigurations for the individual sets of quantum

numbers In~j> and the barycentre, which is the weighted average taken over

the j values, is indicated by a dashed line. The 8p state will occur in the

groundstate of E12l because (a) the 8p barycentre is lower than that of the 7d

electrons and (b) the spin-orbit splitting ~E of the 8p electrons is much

greater than ~E for the 7d electrons. The one-electron treatment of Ac and

E12l gives the complete energy-level diagram.

When there are two electrons occupying incomplete shells, the

level structure can only be obtained by including the inter-electron Coulomb

and exchange interactions (which slightly lift the degeneracy of the various

In~j> orbitals). The necessary Slater F
k

and G
k

integrals are evaluated in

the course of the Dirac-Fock program. By comparing the ratio of the spin-

2
orbital energy parameter '8p to F (8p,8p) for the group IV elements it was

clear that the Dirac-Fock (DF) calculations indicate more jj coupling than

occurs in 82Pb.

45~-------~--------~--------...,

Z • 12240~

35

30

o
Int.

7d2
lS jj Int.

8 p2

LS

-

Fig.12 Computed energy levels of the three low-lying configurations of element

E122 in the proper intermediate coupling (lnt.) and also in the jj-

and LS-coupling limit, with state correspondences among the three

calculations indicated by dashed lines. This figurewas taken from the

paper of Cowan and MannSl .
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Cowan and Mann
Sl

made detailed calculations of level structure

for LS, jj and intermediate coupling conditions and their work for E122 is

summarized in Fig. 12. In this example, the ground state configuration is

unchanged in the 3 di.stinct calculations. However, the effect on optical

spectra would not be small.

They suggest that at first glance, the level structure of E124

471

. h h f i . f3 2 ·11· . f 1· h' h 1Wlt t e con 19uratlon ps Wl glve rlse to ewer lnes t an lts omo ogue

3 2 4 292U which has the ground state configuration (f ds or f s). However, since

the barycentre of the f3 d s2 configuration is only slightly higher than that

f f 3 2 f i " . . h h' 11 . h h 1 1o ps, con 19uratlon lnteractlons Wlt t lS as we as Wlt ot er ow- ying

configurations will cloud the issue and virtually uninterpretable optical

spectra will probably occur.

iii. Oxidation States

The very small binding energies of all electrons in the 8s
l/2,

8Pl/2' 7d 3/2, 6f5/ 2 and Sg7/2 shells makes it plausible that most of these

electrons might be oxidized in chemical compounds so that very high oxidation

states might be reached in complex compounds. Hybridizations of unknown

complex character will be possible because four (possibly also the Sg) shells

are available with different angular momenta but nearly the same energy.

From the point of view of forming ionic compounds, it is not

too relevant whether the 8p or 7d shell is occupied in the neutral atom, as

has been studied in extenso by Mann and Waber. 3 g
The significant quest ion

for more ionic compounds instead is whether in the ions after all outer s, p

and d electrons are removed, some g or f electrons will be in frontier

orbitals or whether they might be easily excited to an outer electron shell so

that they can be removed as weIl. Prince and WaberS2 made both Dirac-Slater

and Dirac-Fock calculations for various configurations of the monovalent and

divalent states of E12S and E126. Results were presented in the monograph by

Waber.
3S

It was shown that already in the divalent state of E126 one g electron

Actinides Reviews, 1 (1971) 433-485
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has changed to an f electronic state. However, the 8s electrons are not the

first to be removed. Thus the divalent ions will be expected to act as soft

Lewis acids and possibly form covalent complex ions readily. Crystal or

ligand fields influence the nature of the hybridization. Details such as

directionality of bonds will be determined by the occupation of the frontier

orbitals and, of course, of the approaching anion.

No calculations for highly ionized states have been done to date.

However, from a camparisan of the energy eigenvalues of the different shells,

it seems that oxidation states may weIl reach very high values at about or

near E128 in complex compounds but normally these elements will have 4 as

their main oxidation state in ionic compounds. The maximal valency will be

reduced to 6 at E132 and three or four it will be in the r~gion of E144. At

the end of the superactinide series, the nornml oxidation states are expected

to be only 2 (or possibly 0) because the 6/ shell is buried deep inside the

atom and the 8s and 8Pl/2 electrons which are in frontier orbitals are bound

so strongly that they will be chemically inactive. Only the 7d electrons may

be available for bonding. The calculations show that" in element E154 the f

shell is filled and no electrons extend radially beyond the 8s and 8Pl/2 shell.

This would mean that this element would be chemically very inactive with a

behavior of a noble element. This is especially interesting because the

1 1 · f h I b Ll i 8 1 h h f hnewest ca cu at10ns 0 t e nuc ear sta 1 1ty SlOW t at t e center 0 t e

second island of stability lies lower than Z = 164.

The lanthanide contraction of about 0.044A per element is larger

than the actinide contraction of about 0.03A per element, because the 41

wavefunction is less localized than the 5/wavefunction and shrinks more

rapidly with increasing nuclear charge. The analogous contraction is ex-

pected in the superactinide series. The total effect will be very large be-

cause of the 32 electrons which will be filled in the deep 5g and 6/ shell.

From a comparison of the outer electron wavefunctions of the lanthanides, the
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actinides and superactinides, a contraction of about Oo02A per element start-

ing with elements El21 and continuing to E154 can be expeeted.

d. The Elements E156 to E172

The latest calculations of Grumann et alB make it plausible that

a large island of stability might be possible around the magie proton

Tab. 9 The groundstate electronic configuration for the elements E156 to

E 172 according to the calculations of Fricke
34,

Mann
36

and Fricke

14 1 h 1·· 1 84et a • T e pre 1m1nary resu ts forE! are also included.

Atomic Groundstate
number configuratlon

156 7d
2

157 7d3

158 7d
4

159 7d
4

7d
1

IhO 7d
47d2

161 7d
47d3

l62 7d
4rld4

163 7d
47d 5

164 7d
47d6

165 98
1

166 95
2

167
2 1

95 9P1/2

168
2 2

95 9P1/ 2

169
221

95 9Pl / 28P3/ 2

170
222

95 9Pl/28P3/2

171 2 2 3
95 9P1/ 28P3/ 2

172
224

95 9P1/28P3/ 2

Actinides Reviews, 1 (1971) 433-485

Remarks

7d
3
/

2
orbital full

7d5/2 orbital begun

7d orbital fu11

9s orbit.al fu11

9P1/2 orbital full

8P3/2
orbital begun

8p o!'bital fu11
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number of 164 with lifetimes of the order of minutes and possibly years.

This is seen in Fig. 2. Therefore, the knowledge of the ehemistry of these

elements might beeome very important.

i. Eleetron Configuration

475

In Table 9, the eleetron eonfigurations of the expeeted ground-

state eonfigurations for the neutral atoms aeeording to the ealeulations of

Mann36 and Frieke et al 34~41 are given. This shows that formally the elements

E155 to E164 are the d-transition elements of the Sth period.

The relativistie enhaneement of the subsheIls with j = 1/2 is

so large that in the elements E165 to E16S instead of the 8P3/2 shell, the 9s

and 9Pl/2 states will be oeeupied. Henee the filling of the 8P3/2 eleetrons

ean follow only in the elements E169 to E172. This surprising result makes

it possible to give a formal eontinuation of the Periodie Table as it is shown

in Fig. 13 beeause there are six p eleetrons from two different shells whieh

are energetieally very elose so that they will nieely form anormal p sbell.

9t h . d nd 3r d . dTherefore, the perlo will be quite analogous to the 2 and perlo •

Li , E156-E164

In the periods before the sth period normally all d and p

elements are influeneed in their ehemieal behavior more or less by the

outer s eleetrons. This is no longer true for the d-transition elements

E155 to E164 where the 8s and SP1/2 eleetrons are bound so strongly that

they will not partieipate in the ehemieal binding. Their prineipal maxima

are weIl inside the d eleetrons so that for the elements up to E164 the 7d

eleetrons with their relatively low ionization energy shown in Fig. 6 are

the only valenee eleetrons. (A differenee of 0.6 eV between ealeulated and

probable realistie values was assigned beeause the 7d shell is here the outer

shell as it is the 7p shell in the elements El13 to El18, where the differ-

enee was O.S eV.) This eleetron strueture is quite similar to the d elements

of the lower periods where the outer s eleetrons are removed, so that as an

Actinides Reviews, 1 (1971) 433-485
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initial overall prediction, one can say that the aqueous and ionic behavior

of an Em+2 ion of the lower d-elements is comparable to an Ern ion of the

elements E155 to E164 in the same group after making allowance for the

different ionic sizes and charge. Even for the neutral atom, a similarity

can be seen between Pd where ten d electrons and no s electrons form the

outer shel1 and element Z = 164. 40Penneman et a1 recent1y gave a very exten-

sive and sophisticated chemica1 discussion about element E164 0 They conclude

that is wou1d be chemica11y quite active. In aqueous solutions, it will be

predominantly bivalent but stronger ligands will form tetra- and hexavalent

bonds. In other words, it will be a soft Lewis acid. They arrived at their

conclusions from calculations of very high ionization energies and semi

empirica1 formu1as for the hydration energy. They agree with Fricke et a141

that the metallic form might be quite stable but they compare it more with

Hg whereas Fricke et al predict E164 to be a noble metal which should be in

the same chemical group as Pd and Pt. The metallic form shou1d lead to a

larger cohesive energy than near1y any other element wou1d do because of

the covalent bonding, so that its melting point, therefore, shou1d be

quite high. Their prediction of the metallic radius are given in Fig. 7.

Fricke et a1
4 l

compare this element Z = 164 for formal reasons

also with the "innoble gas" El18. The structure of the valence electrons:

a filled outer shell, the ionization energy, the radii, the energy,

eigenvalues and the energetic splitting of the filled d-states

in E164 and the p shell in El18 are very similar.

Therefore, a detailed study of element Ell8 could lead

to some better chemical predictions of element E164; of course, the

angular distribution of the p and d she11 is different. The predictions of the

chemistry of
40164 by Penneman et a1 go much further. They discuss the

aqueous chemistry, ionic state and the tendency towards complex-formation

of this eiement in great detail. They predict a large number of compounds

which will be possible and as weIl as impossible ones.
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iii. E165 and E166

477

After element E164 with the complete 7d shell the 9s electrons

will be filled in E165 and E166. This means that a new period with elements

of the chemical group land 11 has begun. In Fig. 14 the energy eigenvalues

of the outer electrons and in Fig. 15 the ionization energies for all Ia,

IIa and Ib, IIb chemical group elements beginning with es are drawn, be-

cause the elements E165 and E166 have a as weIl b characteristic. The ioni-

zation energies of the 9s electrons are greater than the values of Na in the

3r d and Ca in the 4
t h

period which resuits from the strong relativistic

Dirac -Slater Energy Eigenvalues la, Ha and

~
Ib, IIb-Elements

~ -5 8P~
~ 851/2
>..
01

a (a)
~ -3

UJ 7Sr
5/, 657-2 First lonization Potentialla, Ha and Ib,IIb-

/ Elements

5?1 ~
> 12

7P1/2 ~ _.- ~llpt:ri~ntal IP

7~ >- b - catculated IP

i::12
01

/-1

1m ~ 10
/

sy...
6~ .: /

~512 75112 4,-5 65112 »> (a)
6d S/2

/"
/ / /

<2

951/2 /-: ./' / f/651/2
751/2

C5~112 119 120 165 166
55 56 79 80 87 88 Proton Number-

Fig.14

Fig.15

The Dirac-Slater energy-eigenvalues for all Ia,IIa and Ib,IIb elements

beyond Cs. This comparison is done to show the intermediate character

of the elements El65 and E166: a low lying s shell as in the Ia and

IIa elements but anunderlying d shell as in the Ib and IIb elements.

The first ionization potentials for allla, IIa and Ib, IIb elements

beyond Cs. The increase for the high Ia and IIa elements is remarkable

because of the strong relativistic binding of the analog s electrons.

Actinides Reviews, 1 (1971) 433-485
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effects in the binding of the 9s electrons. Here the trend becomes very

479

obvious that the radii and ionization energies of alkaline and alkaline

earth elements increase with Z whereas in the first part of the Periodic

System they decrease. From this side E165 and E166 will be members of the

groups Ia and IIa. From a more che~ical point of view, they will be likely

more members of the Tb and IIb groups because of the 7d shell which is more

comparable to the elements Au and Hg (but also to the elements El19 and

E120) as can be seen from Fig. 14. Therefore, higher oxidation states than

1 and 2 might readily occur.

Lv , E167-E172

Between E167 and E172 the 9Pl/2 and 8P3/2 electrons will be

filled and it is quite an accident that the energy eigenvalues are so close

together (see Fig. 8) that a p shell will occur containing 6 electrons with

nearly no splitting of the subsheils but different principal quantum numbers

which is very analogus to the non-relativistic p shell in the 3
r d

period.

Therefore, the normal oxidation states of the elements E167 to E170 will be

3 to 6. Element E17l is expected to have many possible oxidation states

between -1 and +7 as the halogens do. Here again, the electron affinity

will be high enough to form a hydrogenhalide like H(E17l). We calculated avalue

of the electron affinity of 3.0 eV which is as high as the value of Cl- so that

(EI71) will be quite a hard base. Element E172 will be a noble gas with a

closed p shell outside. The ionization energy of this element as shown in

Fig. 9 is very near to the value of Xe, so that it might be very similar to

this element 0 The great difference between Xe and E172 will only be that

element E172 is expected to be a fluid or even asolid because of its large

atomic weight.

As indicated in connection with El18, it will tend to be a

strong Lewis acid and hence compounds with Fand 0 are expected as have

Actinides Reviews, 1 (1971) 433-485
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been demonstrated for Xenon. In Table 10, the ehemieal and physieal pro-

perties of the elements Z = 156 to 172 are tabulated.

v. E184

40
Penneman, Mann and Jorgenson speeulated about the ehemistry

of element E184, beeause some authors believe in a double magie eonfiguration

at Z = 184 and N = 318. This ean be regarded mere speculation beeause

(a)no oaloulations about nuelear stability have been made up to

that time, (b) it seems to be nearly impossible to ereate this

nucleus with any known combination of nuclei and (e) no calcu-

lations of the atomic behavior were available to them. ~ann re-

ported that his Dirae-Foek program was unable to go beyond Z ~ 176. Neverthe-

less, their speeulation might be quite plausible beeause after element E172

another extremely long transition series would start with the filling of the

6g, 7f and 8d shells. The complication of new Sh eleetronie states with

(t=5) would also arise. These loosely bound electrons make it plausible

that it would be very easy to reaeh very high oxidation states as stated by

Penneman et al. 40 A model ealculation of Fricke and Waber53 taking into

aeeount a phenomenologieal formulation of quantum electrodynamiea1 effeets

shows that the groundstate of E184 is given by (2=164) eore + 9s
2

9Pl/22

8P3/24 6g
S

7f4 8d
3•

But only the 8d
3

and 7f4 electrons might be available

for ehemieal bonding. The lOs and 10PI/2 electrons do not appear in the

11
groundstate eonfiguration as weIl as the 6h ~ electrons. So it seems that

the ehemical behavior of element E184 is even simpler than the early super-

aetinides and a eomparison with U or Np might be reasonab1e.

VI. Conclusion and Critical Analysis of the Predietions

The predietions of the chemiea1 behavior of superheavy elements as

they are summarized here will be only a starting point for ehemical studies

in this region. Neverthe1ess, it seems very plausible that the predietions

will not be too far away from reality for the elements up to Z = 120. In
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this region one is e10se enough to the part of the Periodie Table with known

elements that a eombination of the simple eontinuation of the trends in the

ehemieal groups together with the very eredible ealeulations, tested in the

known part of the elements will lead to quite good predietions about the

physica1 and chemieal behavior of su~erheavy elements. The relativistic

effects will be not so strang (as weIl as other uncertainties which may be not

so large) that really unknown new occurrencies should arise.

This statement is not true for the elements beyond element E120. In

the superaetinides the unknown chemical behavior of five quite loosely bound

shells together with the unknown behavior of g-electrons enters and in the

regi.on beyond, the structure of the outer eleetron shells has changed so

drastically that only eonelusions by analogy can give an idea about the

chemiea1 behavior. Even the classifying of these elements to chemieally

analogous groups is not unambiguous so that the eontinuation of the Periodic

Table can be done by more formal or by more chemical arguments.

The prediction of the chemistry of the elements in the seeond quasi

stable island is supported only by the calculations which are true within

the Dirac-Fock or Dirac-Slater model only. The main question arises if the

single partiele Dirac equation is still a good equation for Z > 137. By

taking into account the extended nucleus a formal solution of the Dirac

equation is possible up to about Z = 175. At this point the ls level drops

into the continuum of electrons with negative energy. If this and how this

is possib1e is up to now unknown. Greiner
54

suggested that the inner levels

will not reach the lower continuum but will go to an Z independent limit

which wou1d mean that in nature exists a maximal field strength.

Anyhow, the interaction between the bound levels and the vaeuum becomes

large so that the bound electrons and the whole vacuum has to be treated

together as it was done theoretically by Reinhardt et al. 18 This calcula

tion includes all quantum eleetrodynamieal effeets vacuum polarization and

Actinides Reviews, 1 (1971) 433-485
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fluctuation, the expressions for which are known in the region Za < 1 only

in a perturbation expansion. Also, the effects of retardation, Breit

interaction and correlation have to be calculated in addition for large Z

elements.

In the region of the first quasistable island those effects will not

change the chemistry of the elements. The only differencesone would expect

are some small changes of the binding energy of the j = ~ electrons. The

changes in the region of the second quasistable island of nuclear stability

might be larger, however. A first heuristic study was done by Fricke
53

by

changing the potential near the nucleus drastically where most of the

effects are expected to be maximal so that the energy eigenvalue of the

ls state was raised by about 30 percent. Although this change was very

large, the filling of the shells was only affected between Z = 167 and 172

where the 8P3/2 and 9Pl/2 shells are filled in the opposite order in the

new calculation. But this would not change the chemistry significantly.

This may be a first indication that the calculations are quite valuable

also for the very heavy elements and the coupling between the behavior of

the inner electrons and the valence electrons is quite small. With this

method also first very preliminary calculations of element E184 were done o

Nevertheless, we hope that when the synthesis of these elements will

be complete and that should be in the not too distant future, the results

of this type of "computer chemistry" can be compared with the real chemical

behavior of superheavy elements o
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